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1. INTRODUCTION 
The summand problem for various classes of abelian groups whose 
structures have been completely determined possesses an interesting, if not 
fascinating, history. One instance of this is the Bear-Kulikov-Kaplansky 
theorem for completely decomposable groups. Recall that H is said to be 
completely decomposable if it is a direct sum of subgroups of Q. In 1937 
Reinhold Baer [2] classified the subgroups of Q and determined the struc- 
ture of all completely decomposable groups. In regard to the summand 
problem, however, Baer was able to prove that a summand of a completely 
decomposable group H = eis, Ai, where Ai c Q, is again completely 
decomposable only in case the index set Z is finite (in other words, only in 
case H has finite rank). Kulikov [12] generalized the summand theorem to 
the case when Z is countable, and Kaplansky removed the countability 
condition, which provided the general theorem, in his well-read paper on 
projective modules [ 111. 
Turning to torsion abelian groups, we recall that torsion groups always 
reduce to primary groups, where only one prime is relevant. Probably the 
best known class of primary groups that have been satisfactorily classified 
is the class of totally projective groups (also known as simply presented 
and Axiom 3 groups). These groups are completely determined, up to 
isomorphism, by their Ulm-Kaplansky invariants. In our present context, 
it is interesting to note that the proof of the summand theorem for totally 
projective groups which appears in [4] is not quite correct but the flaw is 
removed in [S]. The Ulm-Kaplansky function for a primary group His an 
ordinal-to-cardinal function and hence a function of a single variable, 
fH(a). By introducing another dimension and considering functions of the 
formf,(a, /?), Warfield [14] and Hill [S], respectively, classified S-groups 
and A-groups. We remark that A-groups encompass both the totally 
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projective groups and S-groups. For the graph of the function fH(c(, 8) 
associated with a typical A-group H, the reader is referred to [7]. The 
second variable, b, is only relevant when /I is a limit ordinal not cofinal 
with o0 (which simply means that /I, though a limit, is not the limit of a 
countable sequence of smaller ordinals). Hence we have what we call the 
large colinality dimension of an A-group H, abbreviated LCD(H). More 
precisely, LCD(H) is the number of /I not colinal with we for which 
fH(a,/?)#Ofor some a6c0. 
The summand theorem for S-groups was asserted in [13], but Hunter 
and Walker [lo] are usually cited as the authentic source for that result. 
We should not leave the impression that the summand theorem is always 
true, for there are some important classes of groups for which it fails. 
Indeed, the fact that, in the nontorsion case, summands of simply presented 
groups are not again simply presented gave life to Warfield groups [15]. 
Also, we should remark that the global Azumaya theorem of Arnold, 
Hunter, and Richman [ 1 ] is a powerful tool well designed for proving that 
summands of Warfield groups are again Warfield groups. However, it has 
limited applications to torsion groups and is not applicable to the par- 
ticular summand problem that we will investigate herein. 
In this paper, we resolve the summand question in the affirmative 
for A-groups H having finite large colinality dimension, LCD(H) < K, 
(Theorem 3.4). Moreover, in the case when LCD(H) = 1, we prove a strong 
version of the summand theorem; namely, any decomposition of H can be 
extended to a decomposition of its containing totally projective group G 
(Theorem 4.1). Finally, we provide an example to show that this strong 
version does not generalize to A-groups H with LCD(H) 2 2. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout, p is an arbitrary, but fixed, prime and all groups considered 
are p-primary abelian groups. Notation and terminology not explicity 
defined herein is in agreement with Fuchs [3]. 
Let p be a limit ordinal not cofinal with w = 0,. A group H is called a 
p-elementary A-group if there exists a totally projective group G of length 
at most p such that the following conditions hold. 
(1) H is an isotype subgroup of G. 
(2) p’(G/H) =p”G + H/H for all ordinals II < ,u. 
(3) G/H is (not necessarily reduced) totally projective. 
We call (H, G) an A,-pair (or an elementary pair) if H and G satisfy the 
conditions set forth above. Following [S], we say that H is an A-group if 
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H is the direct sum of p-elementary A-groups for various limit ordinals p 
not cofinal with o. 
To facilitate the discussion we introduce some further terminology. If H 
is subgroup of a group G of length p, we call H almost nice in G if 
pi (G/H) =p’G + H/H for all ordinals 1< p. If H is isotype and an almost 
nice subgroup, it is called almost balanced. 
Let H be an A-group, say H = @ ie, Hi and G = @ iE I Gi, where (H, GJ 
is an ANci,-pair for distinct limit ordinals p(i) not coiinal with o. Recall 
from [8] that the A-inuariants, fH(a, p), may be defined as follows. 
Set Ei = pCCi)(Gi/Hi) for each i E Z, then 
dimWHC~l/~~+‘HC~l) if /J=O and a<co. 
fH(4 B) = 
dim(p”Hbl) if B=O and c1=co. 
dim(p”EiCpl/~‘+‘EiE~l) if /?=p(i) and CI<OO. 
dim(p”OEiCpl) if fl=p(i) and CL=CX). 
In all other cases, fH(a, /3) = 0. 
Throughout, we adjoin co to the ordinals and let a < 00 for any ordinal 
a. We remark that fH(a, /I) is independent of the choice of the G/s [8, 
Lemma B], and two A-groups are isomorphic if and only if they have the 
same A-invariants [S, Theorem 31. With this in hand, we define the large 
cofinality dimension of H, abbreviated LCD(H), by 
LCD(H)= I{B>O :f(a, p)#O for some cr< co}l. 
Observe that an A-group H is totally projective if and only if LCD(H) = 0. 
If G is a p-group of limit length p not colinal with o, we shall frequently 
view G as endowed with its p-topology (i.e., the topology obtained by 
taking the subgroups p”G(a < p) as neighborhoods of 0). It is well known 
that if G is totally projective, it is complete in its p-topology. If we denote 
by Z? the closure of HE G, then R/H =p”(G/H) whenever H is an almost 
nice subgroup of G. 
In all that follows, we write Iglc, of simply Igl, for the height of g in the 
p-group G. We shall also have occasion to employ the coset valuation: If 
HcG, JJg+HJJ.=sup{Ig+hl+l:heH}. 
The proof of the following lemma is routine and is therefore omitted. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose G is totally projective of limit length p not cofinal 
with w and HE G. 
(a) H is almost nice in G if and only lj” H is nice in G. 
(b) Zf H is almost nice in G, then G/H is totally projective if and only 
if both G/A and Z$H are totally projective. 
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As usual we may regard the subgroups of a p-group G as valuated 
p-groups by restricting the height function of G. In this setting, a direct sum 
H, @ H2 of subgroups of G is called a coproduct of valuated groups if 
jhi+h,j.=min{(h,l., Ih21c}, for all ~,EH, and h,EH,. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose G is totally projective of limit length u not cofinal 
with co. If H is almost balanced in G and H = B@ C, then i-i = BQ C is a 
coproduct of valuated groups. 
Proof That H is the direct sum of B and zi follows easily, since G is 
complete in its p-topology. Suppose to the contrary that the sum is not a 
coproduct of valuated groups. Then, there are elements 6 E 3, E E c, b E B, 
CEC and an ordinal A<p with 161 =,J.=lEl, (6+El >I, 16--b( >A, and 
IC- cl > 1. Thus, Ibl = 1, ICI = A, and 1 b + cl = A, since His isotype in G. On 
the other hand, lb + cl = I (b + E) + (b - 6) + (c - c)l > A, a contradiction. 
3. THE SUMMAND THEOREM 
In this section we prove the summand theorem for A-groups H with 
LCD(H) finite. First, we consider the case LCD(H) = 1. The more general 
theorem will then be proved by induction using [8, Theorem 91. 
Suppose K and M are subgroups of a group G. Call K and M com- 
patible, written KIIM, if for each pair (k, m) E K x M, there exists c E K n M 
with Jk + cl > Ik + ml. Clearly compatibility is a symmetric relation. 
Moreover, it is inductive in the sense that an ascending union of subgroups 
each compatible with K is also compatible with K. 
A version of our next result was used to prove the summand theorem for 
N-groups in [6]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose G is totally projective of limit length p not 
cofinal with o and that H is almost balanced in G. If H = B 0 C and N is 
nice in G, then N + B/B is nice in G/B provided that 
- - 




--. Suppose to the contrary that N + B/B is not nice in GfB. Then 
N + B is not nice in G and there exists g E G and a limit ordinal 1 with 
llg+ N + BllG = 1. In view of condition (1) and Lemma 2.1 (a), N + H is 
nice in G, therefore there exists elements x E N and li E R with lg + x + lil 
2 1. Use Lemma 2.2 to write I; = 6+ C, where 6~ B and CE C. Since N is 
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nice in G, the assumption c‘+ NE~“(G/N) leads quickly to a contradiction. 
Thus, we may assume C + N$p”(G/N). For each ordinal rr < 1, there exist 
nENand6’EBwith Ig+n+&\>a.Hence, 1(X-n)+(li-b’)l>aandby 
condition (3) there exists z E An N with 16 + C- 6; + zI = I/i - 6’ + zI > 0. 
By condition (2) and Lemma 2.2, lE+z’l 2 (T, where z =z’+z” with 
z’ E B n N and z” E c n N. Thus, c‘+ Ncp”(G/N), a contradiction. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose (H, G) is an A,-pair. rf H = B@ C, then (B, G) 
is also an A,-pair. In particular, a summand of an elementary A-group is 
again an elementary A-group. 
ProoJ Clearly B is isotype in G. Suppose llg + BII c = A, for some g E G 
and limit ordinal 1< ,u. Since H is almost nice in G, there exist elements 
be B and CE C with lg+ b + cl > 1. Since llg+ BJI, = 1, there exists, for 
eacha<l,b,EBsuchthat (c+b-b,l>o.ThusIcl>1andsoIg+bJ>J, 
contradicting Ilb + Bll G = 1. Therefore, p’(G/B) =p’G + B/B for J, < CL. 
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains only to show that G/B 
is totally projective. By Lemma 2.2, p’l(G/H) g (n/B) 0 (C/C). Thus, by 
Lemma 2.1 (b), it suffices to show G/B is totally projective. 
Since G and G/H are totally projective, they have Axiom 3 systems ‘4? 
and 4, respectively, of nice subgroups. Moreover, using the familiar back- 
and-forth procedure associated with Axiom 3 systems, it is routine to verify 
that V and $? may be chosen so that for every NE %?, 
-- 
(I) N+ H/HE+?. 
(11) Rn N= (Bn N)@(Cn N). 
(III) HII N. 
We remark that the verification of (III) is most easily handled by using (I) 
and the fact that H is nice in G together with our previous observation that 
compatibility is inductive. 
As a consequence of V and 5?? satisfying conditions (I)-(III), we obtain 
a smooth chain O=N,sN,s ... EN~E ... EN,=G with each NAs% 
and JNA+ ,/NJ < N, for every I < cr. By Proposition 3.1, we know 
that 0 = iii, s N, E . . . E N, E . . . - c N, = G/B is a smooth chain of nice -- 
subgroups N, = N, + B/B of G/B and INA + ,/iV,I < N, for every J < r~. 
Therefore, G/B is totally projective, as desired. 
Our aim is to prove the summand theorem for any A-group H for which 
LCD(H) is finite. With the aid of [8, Theorem 91, we shall do this by 
induction. The case LCD(H) = 0 is the well-known result for totally projec- 
tives, while the case LCD(H) = 1 is established by Theorem 3.2. Before 
proceeding by induction to the case LCD(H) =n, we need the following 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.3 Suppose (H, G) is an AU-pair and 1” and v are ordinals with 
1, < p and 3% + v = p. Then 
(a) H/pi.H is totally projective. 
(b) (p”H,p”G) is an A,-pair. 
Proof. To verify (a), note that it suffices to observe that H +p”G is nice 
in G and that H+p’G/p”G is isotype in G/p’G, for this means that 
H+p”G/p”G is balanced in G/p’G. But (G/p*G)/( H + p”G/p*G) r 
(G/H)/p’(G/H) is totally projective, so H +p”G/p”G is a summand of 
G/p”G. 
To prove (b), suppose CI < v. The natural isomorphism of piG/p’H onto 
piG + H/H restricts to an isomorphism p’(p’G/p”H) --+p”(p’G + H/H) = 
P ‘+‘G + H/H, since A+ a < p. From this it easily follows that p”(p”G/p’H) 
= P ’ + ‘G +piH/p”H. The rest is clear. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let n be any nonnegative integer, and suppose H is an 
A-group with LCD(H) = n. Then, any summand B of H is also an A-group 
with LCD(B) < n. 
Proof: Since the theorem is well known for n =0 (totally projective 
groups) and since Theorem 3.2 proves it for n = 1, we may assume that 
n>2. Let H=H,@ ... OH, and let G=G,@ . . . @G,, where each 
(H, GJ is an A,(,,-pair (1 < i < n), and p( 1) < . . . < p(n). 
Suppose H = B@ C. We want to prove that B is an A-group. In view of 
[S, Theorem 93, it suffices to show that B/pll(“- ‘)B and p”‘“- “B are 
A-groups. 
Observe 
H/p“+ “Hz H, @ . . . @ H, _ 1 @ ( H,/pfl@ - ’ ‘H,) E ( B/pp@ - “B) 
0 (C/pP@ - “C). 
By Lemma 3.3(a), H,/pp(npl)H, is totally projective. Therefore, 
LCD(H/p P(n-‘)H)<n- 1. By the induction hypothesis, B/pr@-‘)B is an 
A-group and LCD( B/pp@ ~ “B) < n - 1. 
Obviously, p a(n- “B is a summand of p”‘“- ‘)H =ppcn- ‘)H,. Since 
P P(nP “H is a v-elementary A-group (for some v) by virtue of Lem- 
ma 3.3(bj, Theorem 3.2 implies p P(nP “B is an A-group. Therefore, B is 
an A-group by [ 8, Theorem 91. Since LCD(B/p”(“- ‘)B) < n - 1 and 
LCD(@“‘” - “B) < 1, LCD(B) < n. 
4. EXTENDING DECOMPOSITIONS IN DIMENSION 1 
Let f be an ordinal-to-cardinal function which eventually vanishes for all 
sufficiently large ordinals, except possibly at co. If c( < fl are ordinals, we 
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write jif(y) for the sum C{f(r) : a Q y < fi}. Recallf is called admissible if, 
for each ordinal a, 
~~+wfo=~~mfw. 
It is well known that the Ulm-Kaplansky function fH of an A-group H is 
admissible. As consequences of Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.2, respectively, 
we have the following relations for an A,-pair (H, G) with H = B @ C. 
fG,,(a) =f&a) +fHIB(a) if a <p. 
fGIH(a) =fo&a) +f&a) if pLac(a. 
We now state a strengthened version of Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose (H, G) is an A,-pair and H = B @ C. Then, there 
exists a decomposition G = G1 @ G2 of G for which B 5 G,, CG G2 and, in 
fact, (B, G,) and (C, G2) are A,-pairs. 
Proof. For each 1 <p, set 




If m(L) < K, for some II < p, then R= H and therefore H is a summand 
of G, and the theorem is immediate. Thus, we may assume m(l) > N1, for 
every A <p. We quickly obtain admissible functions fi and fi such that 
fCiH = fi + fi and which have the additional properties fi(a) = fcie(a), 




if a <p. 
if a> p. 
thenh + gl =fclB. Moreover, g, is admissible since H/Bz C is an A-group 
by Theorem 3.2. Similarly, we obtain an admissible g, with f2 + g, =fclc 
such that g,(a) = 0 for a 2 P. 
Recall that (B, G) is an A,-pair by Theorem 3.2. The total projectivity 
of G/B and fclB =fl + g, imply G/B = G,/B@ GJB, where p”(G,/B) = 0 
and fcslB =fi. Note that for some KG G1 we have G, = B@ K since B 
is balanced in G,. Therefore G = Gs@ K Thus, (B, GB) is an A,-pair. 
Similarly we obtain an A,-pair (C, G,) with fcclc = f2. 
Set G’ = GBO G, and H’ = B@ C. Then, fi +fi = fGIH implies 
G/Hz G’/H’. Therefore, since H and H’ are almost balanced in G and G’, 
respectively, and fH = fHT, the Main Theorem in [9] implies that there is 
an isomorphism G’ + G which carries H’ onto H. We conclude there exist 
A,-pairs (B’, G; ) and (C’, G; ) such that G = G’, @ G; and H = B’ 0 C’, 
with B’ z B and C’ z C. 
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Select isomorphisms #B : B’ -+ B and I$~ :C’ -+ C and set 4 = q5* @ dc, an 
automorphism of H. Note 4 is height preserving since H is isotype in G. 
Therefore, since the p-topology of G is complete, q5 extends to a height 
preserving automorphism of H, a nice subgroup of G by Lemma 2,1(a). 
Moreover, G/A is totally projective by Lemma 2.1(b) and so 4 extends to 
an automorphism $ of G with $( B’) = B and I$( C’) = C. Setting G, = $( G’, ) 
and Gz = $(G;), we have the desired result; namely, G = G, @ GZ, where 
(B, G,) and (C, G2) are A,-pairs. 
5. DECOMPOSITIONS Do NOT EXTEND IN DIMENSION> 1 
Even though summands of A-groups H with LCD(H) =n are again 
A-groups (Theorem 3.4), we show in the example below that Theorem 4.1 
does not generalize to A-groups H with LCD(H) 2 2. More precisely, we 
construct an A-group H = H, OH, and a totally projective group 
G = G, @ G2 with (Hi, Gi) an elementary pair, yet a certain decomposition 
H= B@ C does not extend to G. This means that there does not exist a 
direct sum decomposition G = Gg@ G, with BE GB and CE Gc. 
EXAMPLE. Set p = or and v = wI + or. By the Existence Theorem in 
[S], there exists an A,-pair (Hz, G2), where GJH, is reduced and H, is not 
totally projective. Let M be a pP-high subgroup of HZ, and set 
H, = M+pPH,/pbH, and G1 = H2/pNH2. Note G1 is totally projective by 
Lemma 3.3(a) and H, is clearly isotype in Gr. In fact, it is easily 
demonstrated that (H,, G, ) is an A,,-pair with G,/H, divisible. 
Set H= H, OH, and G = G, @ G2. Thus, H is an A-group with 
LCD(H)=2. Set B= ((m+p”H,, -m):m~M}andC=((O,y):y~H~}. 
Clearly H = B @ C. 
Define a homomorphism 4’ : H, -+ C as follows: Given m +pPH2 E H, 
(with m E M), write (m +pPH,, 0) = (m +pwH,, -m) + (0, m) E B@ C and 
define qS’(m +p”H,) = (0, m), the projection onto C. With this description 
it is clear that if G = Gs 0 G,, with B c Gs and Cc Gc, then 4’ extends to 
rc’ : G, + Go. Thus, we obtain the induced map 1(1 : G,/H, + G,JC. Since 
G,/H, is divisible and G,/C is reduced, we conclude that $ = 0 and 
n’(Gr ) -c C. Therefore, following qY and a’, respectively, by the natural 
isomorphism C--t Hz, we obtain mappings 4 : H, --+ H2 and n : Gr + H, 
with nlH, =qi. 
Consider the diagram 
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By direct computation, the diagram commutes when rc is restricted to Hr. 
Therefore, the diagram must commute since G, is Hausdorff in its 
p-topology and HI is dense in G1. We conclude that the row in the 
diagram splits. Thus p”H, =pYH2 and H, is balanced in GZ, and hence, a 
direct summand. But this is impossible since H, was chosen to be not 
totally projective. We conclude that the decomposition G = G, @ Gc with 
B c Gs and C E G, cannot exist. 
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